Write one answer from the four possible answers.

For example:

What __ b ___ you job?
   a) are   b) is   c) be   d) have

1. Depending ............. their size and needs there are several organisational structures companies can choose from.
   a) on       b) at       c) in       d) /

2. They have approached the task ............. differently.
   a) much      b) many     c) a lot of      d) very

3. How does a company go about ............. its manufacturing network?
   a) organising   b) to organise   c) organised   d) organise

4. Soon, they ............. making cars at a new factory in New York.
   a) are start   b) will start   c) is going to start   d) start

5. We are rewarded not for ............. orders efficiently.
   a) taking on   b) managing out   c) carrying out   d) making in

6. Professors should show ............. signs of prejudice.
   a) some      b) any      c) none     d) no

7. They focus ............. technical leadership.
   a) on       b) at       c) in       d) to

8. This suggestion is less acceptable to .............
   a) they     b) theirs     c) them     d) their

9. The ............. is to have a clear objective measure of potential.
   a) target   b) aim     c) problem   d) status

10. Over the last year she ............. easily from government to big business up to now.
    a) has moved   b) moved   c) moves   d) will move

11. There are no ferries this week ............. the strike.
    a) because of    b) in spite of    c) despite   d) although

12. Lots of managers are interested ............. a global career.
    a) at       b) to       c) into     d) in

13. It is the second time I ............. this newspaper.
    a) read     b) have read    c) had read     d) will read

14. If they broke into the American market, their turnover .............
    a) will increase     b) would increase   c) increases     d) would have increased

15. ............. you do business abroad, it is a good idea to study the language of the Country.
    a) Unless    b) Though    c) If     d) Although

16. You ............. smoke in the office.
17. If they .............. they could offer a wide range of products.
   a) diversified        b) would diversify        c) have diversified   d) diversify

18. Two years ago I .............. to Rome.
   a) move               b) have moved           c) had moved          d) moved

19. It was .............. easier than I thought.
   a) very                b) many                c) much               d) a lot of

20. She .............. him like that. He did not deserve it.
   a) should treat       b) should have treated c) shouldn't treat   d) shouldn't have treated

21. Is there an .............. on how much will be spent?
   a) advertisement      b) advice              c) legislation        d) agreement

22. They have .............. a fashion business.
   a) created            b) made up             c) set up             d) taken on

23. .............. we were having breakfast, the telephone rang.
   a) Since              b) At                  c) While              d) During

24. How long .............. for me?
   a) you have waited    b) have you been waiting c) do you wait      d) are you waiting

25. The demand for scooters in your country is now .............. than in the past.
   a) higher             b) more high          c) highest            d) the highest

26. What we need .............. a new machine.
   a) its                b) is                 c) it's               d) his

27. Thank her for .............. you round.
   a) show               b) to show            c) showing           d) to showing

28. One way that some countries protect their domestic industries is by imposing .............. on all imports.
   a) tariffs            b) customs            c) payments          d) subsidies

29. A(n) .............. is a person or company who provides work for others.
   a) employer           b) employee           c) supplier          d) customer

30. In .............. US, profit was up by 5%.
   a) an                 b) /                   c) a                 d) the